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Introduction

Where we started

Children’s Writing Journals was first published in 2003. In this revised

edition we describe the original Croydon Writing Journals project, and

also include a rationale for writing journals from Annette who has now

used them for 11 years and case studies from teachers introduced to writing

journals on inservice courses in London and Suffolk.

For a number of years now, primary teachers in Croydon have engaged in

collaborative action research projects about teaching reading and writing.

In the first year of the writing project one of the teachers, Annette

Johnson, created and introduced a social model of writing journals in her year

6 classroom (Johnson, 2000). The children in Annette’s class achieved

remarkable success as writers. At the end of the two-term research module

all children (including formerly inexperienced writers predicted a level

2/3) achieved at least a level 4 in their English SATs and a significant number

achieved a level 5 (including many who had been predicted level 4).

Inspired by this success, a number of writing project teachers also chose

to introduce a similar model of writing journals in their classrooms. In

some classes the journals became central to children’s development as

writers. In others they did not, and teachers found writing journals difficult

to manage in the classroom. Because of these different responses we decided

to set up a specific project about writing journals. 

We invited experienced teacher researchers from former action research

projects in the borough to join us, and were pleased to find that our volunteers

ranged from teachers of Reception to year 6. This allowed us to study writing

journals across the age range. The Writing Project teachers were: Carol

Domingo, Irene Napier, Sarah Hayward, Gaynor Talley, Joanne Greenhalgh,

Pat Parlour, Linda O’Callaghan and Annette Johnson. The research period was

two terms. Each teacher kept a reflective journal and made observations

of four carefully chosen children. 
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The writing journal model

The key features of Annette’s model of writing journals (Johnson, 2000) are:

1. Time is allocated within the school day for all the class to work in journals.

Teachers plan two or three whole class sessions a week each lasting 20-

30 minutes. Although in some classes children also choose to take journals

home, regular whole-class time is central to the success of writing journals.

2. Children choose what to write and draw in their journals. 

3. Children are invited to choose where to sit and are encouraged to work 

with friends if they wish.

4. Children decide whether to share journal entries with the teacher and  

other children. Many choose to do this, but some entries are private, and

this privacy is respected. 

5. Children themselves take responsibility for their journal entries. The 

journals are not written dialogues between teacher and pupil. Teachers 

do not respond with written comments nor do they mark journal entries.

This is in contrast to models of reading journals described by Street and 

Barrs (1998) and writing journals described by Hall (1989) and the 

National Writing Project (1990).  

6. At the end of each writing journal session, time is given for volunteers 

to share work with the class. This is central to the success of writing 

journals. Ideas for journal entries spin across the classroom, and children

develop a real sense of themselves as writers in a community of fellow 

writers.

In Reception, Carol Domingo adapted Annette’s model by inviting children

to draw, not write, in their journals. Each journal session began with a

story read aloud. Children were then invited to draw this story, or choose

their own focus. Influenced by the work of Carol Fox (Fox, 1993) Carol

Domingo found a way of bringing children’s oral storytelling skills into the

classroom by scribing the stories the children created from their illustrations,

covering every child over two or three sessions. 

Update from Annette

I have used writing journals in my own classes for the past ten years and

I know their popularity and purpose has not changed but continues to allow

children to develop their own writing ‘voice’ and to gain pride and confidence

in themselves as young writers. Children’s writing journals deserve to be

valued by adults because they are most definitely valued by children.

Ask any teacher, in any part of the country, what they think about using

writing journals in their classroom and, whatever other evaluation they

give, you will always get the response ‘The children love them...’ The

Croydon research project found this evident from the very beginning and

the adjective ‘love’ was always used. Within my own school writing journals

are currently used in both infant and junior classes and whenever the

teacher announces ‘it’s journal time’ the class response is always a satisfied

‘Yes!’. Just think about the amount of energy and time teachers devote to plan-

ning a writing unit which they hope will achieve that response from children.

I have spent a lot of my time as a class teacher watching and listening to

children during writing journal time and wondering what makes them so

popular with different classes, different age groups and with children in

different parts of the country. The only way I can describe their popularity

is by explaining that writing journals satisfy a ‘natural need’ for children when

they are developing into young writers.

Genre of the child

I also feel very strongly that writing journals provide children with the

chance to develop their own writing style or voice. And that this young writing

voice may be referred to as a genre style in its own right. Sometimes children

choose to write stories, sometimes lists, sometimes recounts, sometimes

explanations, sometimes songs and poems and diaries. And sometimes

they write directly to the reader about subjects that personally interest

them; this is what I call the ‘genre of the child’ writing. It is the part which

I think is the most interesting and the most satisfying to them as young

writers because once they are able to write like this they have become real

writers. They have found their writing voice.
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